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A 30,000 sq ft of Retail space in the heart of South Delhi

A World Class Shopping
Destination

TM

LUTYENS SQUARE
Following the success of Business Towers and MG1 in offering high-end commercial space, Nagpal
Builders is introducing 'LUTYENS SQUARE', a commercial complex with cutting-edge infrastructure
facilities, bringing in convenience and comfort for the investors/retailers to choose from such eminent
locations – Lutyens Delhi , the most sought after business address in New Delhi.
'LUTYENS SQUARE' is an absolutely fresh and modernistic concept in Retail space at Thyagraj
Market, Lodhi colony, all centrally located in the heart of South Delhi opposite famous Thyagraj
Stadium. It is coming up as a premium location for High-end Retail businesses surrounded by exquisite
Landscape design with world class Lighting & Water features and Parking facilities offering an
environment of great work space and beautiful pleasant experience to visitors supporting growth and
establishment of businesses.

LOCATION BENEFITS:
þ Falls in the South Zone of Delhi surrounded by Diplomatic area- Chanakyapuri and Embassies &

Ministries.
þ In close proximity to already established market places like Jorbagh Market, Meher Chand Market,

South Extension Market and Khan Market.
þ Located just opposite famous and newly built 'Thyagraj Stadium', and minutes distance from

Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium and The Leela Palace Hotel, already a Landmark place.
þ Connectivity with adjoining area is with wide congestion free roads and excellent infrastructure

availability like subways, metro stations and flyovers for smooth connectivity for people from all
walks of life.
þ Within minutes distance from famous and places with high number of visitors such as Lodhi

Garden, India Habitat Centre, Alliance Francaise de Delhi.

LUTYENS SQUARE

1. Size of each Plot- 90 sq yards
2. Number of Floors – 3 – Ground, First, Second
3. Floor Area – 800 sq ft
4. Efficiency – 90%
5. Parking – Abundance
6. USE – Commercial (LSC*)
7. Title - Freehold

AMENITIES:
1. Sanctioned Plan (MCD)
2. 100 % Power backup
3. Landscape Park
4. Fully Air-conditioned
5. Freehold Commercial Building(LSC*)
6. Earthquake resistance structure
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8. 24x7 security including CCTV & Watchman
patrol
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7. Stunning exterior of glass, steel and metal

9. Advance multi-tier Fire and Security protection
system
10. Light & Water Features/Fountains in front lends
touch of class to the landscape

(* LSC - Local Shopping Center as per MPD 2021.)
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HIGH STREET MARKET COMPLEX

The upcoming place is hip and trendy which will offer the most prominent fashion brands leading avantgarde designers, up market salons, cosmetics and perfumes, books , interior accessories, Game
Zones, Restaurants and different food outlet facilities.

South Central Delhi is an highly rated market location in New Delhi, capital of India. It is one of the most
sought after location for office and retail Business address bringing in high level of ROI for investors.

The space will be "the world of style" and it definitely deserves its name thanks to its amazing location in
LUTYENS DELHI ZONE with ultra modern facilities designed by highly credible and famous architects DFI.

Nagpal Builders (India) Pvt. Ltd. is one of the flagship companies in the Real Estate sector started 5 decades
ago by Sh. PREM NATH NAGPAL – the man credited with pioneering and shaping the concept of Farmhouse
living in Modern India, they have come a long way. With Mr. Manoj and Mr. Kapil, the 2nd generation Nagpal
at the helm of every project, no stone is left un-turned in detailing out every aspect of it. Nagpal Builders
cherry-pick their projects, and concentrate only on quality & substance. Their business model is that of a
boutique style. While the entire real-estate sector is in the number and quantity game they concentrate only
on quality, nothing else.

Having developed more than 50 High-end Farmhouses, 200 super Luxury Residential buildings in South
Delhi, Boutique houses (luxury Villas) in Goa, with their Landmark Commercial and Retail project like 2
Business Towers in Okhla and MG-1, today Nagpal Builders is respected as one of NCR's premier Luxury
Real Estate owners and developers.

Nagpal Builders is renowned for delivering 'Quality and Substance' to its Investors and end users. Top level
consistency in their buildings is the key factor that has earned them the trust which the company enjoys so
visibly today.

“CREATING STRUCTURES IN HARMONY WITH NATURE”

Nagpal Builders (India) Pvt. Ltd

Disclaimer: This brochure is purely conceptual and not a legal offering. Further the promoters/ architects reserve the right to add or delete building features/ specifications/
elevations/ layout etc as mentioned, if so warranted.

